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Editorial Note 
Brisbane and its river was originally conceived as a set of 
background notes to supplement conunentaries delivered during tlie course 
of a down-river excursion arranged for the 43rd A.N.Z. A. A.S. C'Dngress 
by Section 21 (Geographical Sciences), the organizers taking the view 
that the Brisbane阻ver provides a first-class vantage point fr叩
which to observe the changing cityscape and the evolving morphology 
of the port. 
Whilst it is appreciated that only a fraction of those delegates 
attending this Brisbane Cbngress will be fortunate enough to see our 
growing city as Section 21 excursionists will see it, this booklet is 
offered in the expectation that it will provide information of intenst 
to a wider audience and in the hope that it may provide answers to some 
of the questions which visitors often ask. 
We wish to place on record our appreciation of the contributions 
of John Laverty (historian), Maurice Wann and Philip F !etcher (town 
planners), and collea伊e Iain Davis (geomorph-ologist) who joined with 
us in bringing these notes to the publication stage. Helen McComb is 
to be complimented upon her patience and endurance during the typing 
of the copy. We also wish to thank the Cbngress Organizing Cornmi ttee 
which alone made possible publication in this fomat. 
Department of Geography, 
University of Queensland, 
St. Lucia. March 1971.
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REGIONAL PHYSICAL SETIING OF BRIS BANE 
Brisbane is located at the head of the delta of the Brisbane River 
at a point where the�－ river cuts through a gap in the coastal ranges. The 
Brisbane River with its associated tributaries forms the axis of a region 
of geological diversity, which may be termed southeastern Queensland, 
or the Moreton district. : The boundaries of this region ar� well defined 
to the west by the edge of the Tertiary basalts making up the Darling Downs. 
The southern boundary of f古e region is well marked by the McPherson Ranεe. 
The northern boundary of the region may be equated with the _W9-tershed 
between the BriSJ>ane draina:ge system and the Mary and Burnett systems. 
Within this region the greater part of the drainage system is direct吋
into Moreton Bay, by way of the Brisbane River and it:s trit>utaries (fig.l). 
Sn泡ller and separate drainage basins are found north of Brisbane, as in 
the North and South Pine rivers and the Caboolture River, and south of 
the city as in the Logan and Albert catchments. 
Rocks of a wid� range of ag_e and lithology occur within the region, 
each giving rise to distinctive topographic features.I The eastern part of 
the region is dominated by di:ssected areas based on metamorphic.rocks 
represented by Bunya �hyqites and Neranleigh ・Fernvale series. 
Extending north and west from Brisbane is the highly dissected plateau 
terrain of the D’Agullar block, rising to 2400 ft. at its highest point. 
South of Brisbane the camplementa:rry Kingston block appears to have been: 
displaced to the -east of the D'Aguilai axis by tectonic movements� Within 
these areas of metamorphic rocks, complex relationships between soil and 
terrain are related to weathering processes and factors of surface and 
subsurface drainage (Arnett, 1969). Granites, granodiorites and other 
acid igneous rocks have been injected into the metamorphic blocks, and 
where exposed by subsequent erosion,, form distinctive elements in the 
landscape pattern., The eastern side of the D’A思1ilar block has been 
dissected to such an extent that distinct basins have formed. A case in 
pりnt is the Samford Basin, which has been opened out by Dawson Creek and 
its tributaries; it is floored with granodiorite and rimmed with a 
perimeter of metamorphic rocks (van Genderen, 1966. ). 
The.. western suburbs of Brisbane are dominated by Mt. Coot-tha 
(938 ft. ) which represents part of the south eastern extremity of the 
D.!A思lilar block. 
The central part of the region is based on Mesozoic sediments which 
are unconformally related to the older blocks. Ridges, with broad valleys 
hεtween, characteriseihe outcrops of Bundamba sandstone and Ipswich coal 
measures. 
The dominance of Tertiary volcanic extrusions is evident in the 
western periphery of the area, where the Darling Downs is made up of a 
sei;ies of basalt flows. Elsewhere in the region, subsequent erosion has 
o
�
ated on a variety of Tertiary volcanic rocks to form variegated
landscape features. In the south, mobi1e lavas from the Mt. Warning 
caldera filled pre-Tertiary valleys. Subsequent erosion of radial.valleys 
ha£ .effected inversion of relief. Tabular plateaus of basalt-occur at 
Tamborine in the south, Maleny and Buderim north of the city. Trachytic 
and rhyolitic intrusives of Tertiary age form significant peaks in the 
Moreton district such as Mt. Esk (1466 ft.) and Mt. Edwards (2079 ft.). 
Perhaps the most distinctive are alkaline rhyolite and trachyte (Stevens, 
1965) which comprises the Glasshouse Mountains. 
In the immediate vicinity of Brisl>ane, residuals of basalt form 
distinctive soil patterns at lower elevations and at sea level around 
Redcliffe and Redland Bay. 
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The main divide of drainage between east and west flowing streams 
in southeastern Queens land lies on the western perimeter of th� area . 
C learly streams flowing to the Pacific have been able to ef:fel.:t 
considerable headward erosion within the Moreton district . The eastern 
edge ' of the Range at Toowoomba and east of Warwick has been eroded back
and evidence of a former wider extent of basa lt cover may be indicated 
by the large number of residuals in the southern part of the region .
The extent of post Meso zoic erosion and the wide variety of 
lit ho logy in the area gives rise to broad differences in relative relief 
(fig . 2) .  Highest values of relative relief are found on the perimeter 
of the area whi le smaller areas of low relative re lief characterise the 
dis s ected piateau country of the o lder roc �s . The.most strikingcharacteristic of the relative relief map is the wide nature of stream 
floo d p lains in part of the region . Lockyer Creek and Warril l Creek . which are tributary to the Brisbane River have alluvial tracts four mi les
wide in pl aces . Through these tracts the streams are free to meander 
without str uctural constriction . 
The deve lopment of the terrain and drainage pattern has been 
influenced markedly by the Plio -P leistocene uplift which affected the 
whole of eastern Australia . Clearly the maj or drainage lines were initiated 
on an o lder and higher surface and ·have developed to their present form 
thro ugh extensive vertical and lateral erosion . Streams which flow 
eas t  from the main divide reveal some evidence of the form of the initial 
landsurface ,  although the relation of this surface to the geomorphology o f  
Au. tralia has not been investigated in full ( Sus smi lch , 1 933; King, 1 950) . 
The axial artery of the Brisbane region is the Brisbane . River . 
It rises in the Brisbane Range east of Kingaroy and for much of its course 
flows in an east-south-east direction , gathering the Stanley River as its 
major left -bank tributary and a nwnber of maj or tributaries from the 
Main Range .  Downstream from Harlin , the Brisbane Rive r exhibits meanders 
with average radii of 1400 ft . The shape of some meanders reflects the 
s trt,J.ctural grain of the basin, while at_Kho lo ,,  the overa ll direction of 
the river changes to an east -north-east trend . Many of the meanders are 
characterised by extensive point bar deposits of large calibre , indicating 
fluc -tuations in the vo lwne and carrying capacity of the river during its· 
history . The meanders are incised,  and steep outer banks are found 
within the city area, especially where tighter me ander bends are control led 
by structural fac·to :rs .  The best example of incision is clearly the 
meaqder at Kangaroo P oint, where steep c liffs of Mesozoic rocks occur . 
Evidence of changes of river level in Pleistocene and Holocene 
tim' is found throughout the ad-ea . The Bri sbane River is flanked by 
terraces,  characterised by deep alluvia . Contempo rary analysi s  of the 
pattern of terraces indicates that they fall into an altitudinal s equence 
of three flights . The elevation of tettace surfaces is being analysed 
in terms of past river levels and changes of climate . In the lower part 
o f  the Bris bane basin,, some e vidence of erosion leve ls has been presented 
(Page, 1959; Lis ter, 1 967) , while geomorpho lo gists are c lear t hat post-· 
Meso zo ic c limatic fluctuati ons have had maj or s i gnificance in terrain and 
pedo logical development (Watki ns, 19.67) .
, 
Studies of present day processes in the region have reveal ed 
the significance of changes in maj or river levels . Analyses in the 
Toogoo lawah and E sk areas in 1 967 concerned the modification of flood plainand :errace �a�terns when river leve ls were 50 - 70 ft . above normil . The JUXtap�s1t7on of Tertiary b�salt� and Mesozoic sandstone in parts of the regio n is a structural situation which appears conducive to the �evelopment of  mas s  movement process�s . Detai led studies of maj or s l umps
�n.
t�e upper valley of F lagstone Creek showed that many s lumps were 1n1tiated after lS i nc hes of rainfall in o ne day during 1 957. 
P age 4 
Compiled in the Department of Geography 
University of Queensland from the 1, 000 
yd. grid squares of the 1:63, 360 t叩o­
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GEOLOGICAL SKETCH MAP REDLAND BAY AREA. 
1111es 
MTA FRiii &EOLO&ICAL llAP OF "OR£T<ll DISTRICT, DEPARTllEllT OF lllllES, BRISIANE, 1955 
REallT IMld � TRIASSIC Ipswich coal •easures 63 . 
RECENT und t�:;�;:;=;)� ? SILIJll All llerenletgh-Femnle group IZZJ 
QUATERNARY coa s tll 1 dunes � - ? LOWER PALAEOZOIC Bunya phyll ttes � 
TERTIARY b1511t � 1 LOllER PALAEOZOIC Rocksberg greenstones � 
Fig. 4. 
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One of the major characteristics of the coast of sou1Jheast 
Queensland is the presence of arge sandy offshore islands. A complex 
of mangroves, sandy and estuarine deposits, some only uncovered at low 
tide, are found in Great Sandy Strait between the mainland and Fraser 
Island. Seventy :five miles in length from Sandy Cape to Hook Point, 
Fraser Island consists of a series of partially vegetated northwest 
to southeast trending sand ridges ． 百le greatest part of the oceanic 
coast of the island is sandy beach; here the sand is non-calcareous, 
whereas further north the sand is calcareous, derived from the erosion 
of reef materid. From Wide Bay to Bribie Island, the coast exhibits the 
typical ”zeta-curve” appearance, with long sandy beaches extending north 
from headlands such as Noosa Head, Point Cartwright and Caloundra Head. 
By far the most dominant element in the coastal terrain is sandy beaches, 
backed by either partially stabilised sand dunes, marshes or the so-called 
”wallum country”． 
百四Brisbane River debouches int。Moreton Bay, where complex 
evidence on the sequence of coastal evolution is exhibited. The coast 
of Moreton Bay is prQtected by the presence of the two major offshore 
is凶lds - Moreton Island (highest point, Mt. Tempest 919 ft.) and 
North Stradbroke Isl創td.
The two islands have rocky headlands at the north-east extremities� 
but consist essentially of giant transgressive sand dunes (fig. 3). 
Pleistocene and Holocone sea level changes bave affected the rate and 
character of sand accumulation. 
A gradual rise of sea level in post-glacial time could explain 
some of the drowned estuarine features and the formation of Moreton Bay. 
The smaller islands in Moreton Bay and the coastal mainland north and 
south of Brisbane show evidence of a higher level which may be correlated 
with a lOft. + recent emergence. 
Complex estuarine� fluvially-derived mud and mangrove colonis__a主ion
characterise the channels between the small islands in the south of 
Moreton Bay. Some islands have bedrock outcrops, while all show a 
characteristic pattern of aggradation north of river mouths, associated 
with the dominant direction of longshore drift (fig. 4). 
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SITE 創D P肥－W PR G IDWI'H
central-place theory suggests that the colonisation of southeast 
Queensland would inevitably ,be followed, given the favourable physique 
already outlined, by'the establishment of a substantial servicing centre. 
In this1 the attribute of service centrality, it is assumed, would 
greatly outweigh the attribute of a site on the meander core of an 
average-sized riv�r. It would be instructive to reason though what 
would have been the best site for southeast Queensland’s main city. 
Unquestionably 1 early Brisbane’s site would be far down the list, on 
grounds of accessibility, environmental features and site potential. 
Brisbane is, in fact, unusually sit�d for a large /ustralian city -
doubtlessもecause it was ’founded to serve no purpose for which access, 
pleasant living conditions or subsequent expansion were much in demand. 
Quite the reverse, the penal settlement of 1824 was not expected to 
serve as a central place. However, this it has become. The present 
section looks at its site., and its growth until recent times, paying 
some attention to features visible from the river, as background to 
the subsequent sections which are concerned with the modern city. The 
stages of development illustrated in figs. 5 and 6 can be readily 
identified historically and in the existing townscape. 
Bnsbane’s origins, Z823四ZBBO.
James Cbok, two hundred years ago, and Matthew F linders a few years 
later were the first Europeans to become acquainted with the approaches 
to Moreton Bay and the Brisbane estuary. It was left to the surveyor, 
John Oxley, to explore the lower reaches of the river in 1823-4. His 
purpose was a simple one, to select a site suitable for a maximum security 
gaol for convicts too intransigent for Sydney to restrain. F rom his first 
choice, north of the estuary at what was to become Redcliffe, he sailed 
some distance up the Brisbane river to reassure himself on his decision., 
and while returning down-river noted a better site, at what is now North 
Quay. His change of mind was confirmed by Thomas Brisbane as governor 
of New South Wales, and the gaol settlement which was there and then 
established lasted for about twenty years. 
The site of this point of attachment is twelve miles upstre創n
from Moreton Bay, overlooking the western reach of a conspiCuous meander. 
Physiographically, the meander core is sharply delimited at the neck 
by a steep scarp of Brisbane met釧.orphics, rising about one hundred feet 
to Spring Hill, on which was located the prison windmill. Extending 
southeas:twards, the core is marked by a �idge in the metamorphic shale. 
百1e ridgQ closely follows the western meander reach, rising steeply from 
the water to a height of fifty feet, well beyond flood level. The 
main buildings of the convict settlement were constructed on the summit 
of the ridge. 百1e remainder of the meander core tends to be lowlying 
and prone to flooding, apart from a spur from the main ridge which trends 
eastwards towards a small hillock. The spur and hillock together form 
an interfluve for a minor stre釧which long supplied Brisbane with its 
water. Today, the ridge is occupied by William Street and George Street. 
The spur and hillock, which also had convict buildings, give the present 
line of Queen Street, leading from the early river crossing which is 
now marked by Victoria Bridge. Cbming down the river as Oxley did, 
this left bank today contains Brisbane ’s most imposing high-rise skyline, 
and the government buildings in this quarter of the central city area 
overshadow the one building surviving from convict times, the former 
government store of 1829. 
Within the meander and the Spring Hill scarp, only about half 
a square mile is .readily available to contain a city centre which is 
neither particularly accessible nor sufficiently sizeable for the purpose. 
A secondary business area developed and has remained intact for a century, 
in the neck of the next meander downstream, at Fortitude Valley. 百四
original penal settlement was not arranged.on any grid pattern of 
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F ig .  s. 
streets,  but it i s  easy to reconstruct the T-shape of prison buildings 
and connecting tracks , which fol lowed the shale eminences , and which to 
some ex�ent moulded the l ater street grid . The grid as it exists today 
was designed after 1 840, when Brisbane was becoming a free settlement, and 
s ubdivision was getting under way. 
The first generation of free settlers expanded tAe settl ement 
predominantl y  in the area of the present central business district and 
in Fortitude Val l ey .  Across the river, in South Brisbane and on �ngaroo
Point , �here was a scattering of urban development . By 1880 , the 
population of these various places , hunped.together, total led some 40 , 000 .  
Moreover, when Queensland had been separated from New South Wales in 1859 , 
it was Brisbane rather than its rivals , Ipswich and Cleveland, which had 
been the obvious choice as colonial capital . The rudimentary network 
of roads connecting the three rivals were already generating small 
rural townships,  for example Indooroopilly, Toowong and Oxley, which 
thus predate most of the inner suburbs . Brisbane was beginning to  
function al so as  a farming and processing centre for the sugar lands a 
few mil es to the southea$t . I t  was isolated, however, from points further 
north and south, and the provision of good road connections with the 
ocean coasts (now the Gold Coast and the Sunshine Coast) actual ly had 
to wait until after the Second World War . In the days of its origins , 
the capital relied on its river connections , and the river trip along 
the Brisbane and Kangaroo Point meanders marks out an important feature 
of this first stage of urban development . 
Physical ezpansion, ZBBO-Z925. 
As in any other Australian city of the time , the physical growth 
of Brisbane around the turn of the century was closely linked with new 
forms of mechanis ed publ ic transport . Local railway services were of some 
consequence in this respect , but it was the construction of el ectric 
tramways which had the most remarkable effect on suburbanisation in the 
early twenti eth century. Th�re is a clos e and wel l �researched relationship 
between tram termini and suburban nodes , of which very good exampl es are 
the right bank suburbs of Dutton Park and West Ead,  inunediately across 
the river from the University .  Noticeably miss ing  has been the provision 
of riverside roads , which are mainly on the left bank, l ike Coronation 
Drive and Kingsford Smith Highway, neither of which was ful ly developed 
until t he 1 930 ' s .  
The physical shape of Brisbane by 1 925 reflected more than an 
aligmnent with the river, which (with its singl e  road bridge) had come 
to constitute a barrier to movement as much as a line of urban communication . 
Expansion on the urban fringe was seeking out terrains which could be 
brought into urban use and provided with connecting roads with the 
l east cost . Land running back from the river for two or three miles met 
these requirements most conveniently.  The shaping of the built-up area 
southwestwards is also to be attributed to interaction with Ipswich, which 
in the early twentieth century was the direction of maximum traffic 
movement out of Brisbane . 
Recent work on loca� housetypes indicates that by the 1880 ' s  
the original types of Queens land house (essentially urban mans ion and urban 
cottage) were becoming much more diversified . This diversification was 
elaborated stil l further in the early twentieth century . The Queensland 
house is a striking example of a regional vernacular in architecture , which 
today has all but died out as a building design . Until thirty years 
ago almost every house except the largest was constructed on the pattern, 
using weatherboard and sheet metal as materials , and with stilts , verandahs 
and steeply pitched roof as the characteristic features of the four-square 
bungal ow .  The more imposing residences which occupy choice locations 
overlooking the river are usually either old or very recent . Brisbane as 
a community early lost real interest in its river, and it is  only at the 
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present time that such interest has been rekindled, and finds the river 
and its banks in a sadly deteriorated condition. Oilly the civic centre with 
its public buildings grouped on the George Street ridge, had given a 
riverside elevation of any great distinction by 1925.
The debate as to which early town should be chosen as the colonial 
capital was followed after 1880 by a protracted controversy about the 
unification of Jl!Unicipa_l government. Until 1925, the local system was 
one of multiple authorities, which were unco-ordinatecl except in an 
αd hoc manner. In an urbanising area whose population i crぬsed sixfold 
during these forty-five years from 1880 - 1925, the consequences of 
unco-ordinated growth on the man-made landscape are clearly visible 
�ownstream from St. Lucia. The city of Brisbane, of all the local 
goverrunent areas.,, was the· only authority which could claim to be making 
reasonable progress with its street construction, its building controls, 
創1d its attention to parks which came with the need to preserve the 
Botanic Gardens, originally laid out with the assistance of Alan 
Cunningham at the t"ip of the Brisbane meander core. 
Greater Brisbane, l925 - 7,945. 
1925 marks the b�ginning of modern civic government in Brisbane, 
with the amalgamation into Greater Brisbane of the cities of Brisbane 
and South Brisbane, of. the six nearby towns including Toowong and Hamilton, 
and of several surrounding shires. The enlarged city, containing a 
population in 1925 of.more than.a quarter of a million, was allocated a 
lavish territory o.f 375 square miles, one of the most generous endowments 
for a city anywhere in the ·world at that fme. Barely one fifth of this 
area was devoted· to urba引ises, a notable ex�ple of administrative 
overbounding. Furthermore, the n wly-unified administration was provided 
with a charter of self government which was decidedly more liberal than 
those enjoyed by other Australian cities. On both scores, an administrative 
climate was produced which would have allowed for a most impressive urban 
development. 
In actual fact, the twenty years following the incorporation of 
Greater Brisbane were times of considerable difficulty, and the life of 
t_b._e city_ was prosaic and uneventful. City planning consisted of little 
more than a rudimentary use zoning, and urban development largely failed 
to take advantage of the co-ordination provided by the administrative 
amalgamation. Many of Brisbane ’s contemporary problems stem from the 
austere days of the great depression and the Second World War, and from 
the suddenly swollen population which totalled 375,000 at the end of 
hostiliths. The outward expansion of the city, although it was considerable 
in size, was piecemeal and gravely underserviced. To look back at the 
development of Brisbane in the interwar period gives the strong impression 
of a civic potential which was realised only in small part. Since 1945, 
the doubling of the city’s population and of the built-up area; the full 
arrival of the car age; full scale industrial diversification; the 
increasing affluence of society generally; the reaw�kening of 
interest in town planning: all are key elements in a rapid expansion 
of the urban system both outwards and upwards. 
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GREATER BRISBANE: AN EXPERIMENT IN METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT 
During the first hundred years of municipal government in Brisbane , 
the city grew from a rude frontier town in a nascent colony into the 
robust capital city of a twentieth century state . The rapidity and extent 
of the urbanization which occurred not only provided hothouse conditions 
for municipal deve lopment , but al so created many of the problems which , 
in some instances , virtually defied the coll ective efforts of the 
numerous local bodies set up to solve them. The municipal development 
engendered by this urban growth fal ls naturally into three segments:  
(1) administration by a single local authority, 1859-1879;  (2) 
administration by a system of multiple local authorities , 1880-1 924 ; 
(3) government by the Greater Brisbane City Council , 1 925-1969 . 
(1) Administration by a SingZe Loaai Authority, l859-79 - While it 
remained a relative ly smal l provincial centre , Brisbane was administered 
by the Brisbane Municipal Council . This was a formative period of 
' metropol itan ' government because the Brisbane Municipal Council 
introduced the administrative system which was later to serve as a 
pattern for suburban local authorities . The council operated under the 
aegis of an executive mayor , but municipal administration was organi zed 
around a committee system and depended increasingly on expert administrative 
and technical officers,  who became the heads of emergent civic departments 
responsible for the main spheres of municipal activity - administration 
and finance,  works and publ ic health . The creation of ad hoa bodies to 
establish and operate the large p�blic utilities - the water and gas supply 
undertakings and the fire brigade - and to administer lesser civic 
facilities such as parks and cemeteries anticipated another maj or 
feature of city government during the second phase of its development . 
(2) Government by a System of Multiple Loaa.l Authorities, l880-Z924 -
Between 1859 and 1879 the population of the city increased from 5 , 000 to 
about 4 0 , 000 so that by the 1870 ' s urban settl ement has spil led over the 
municipal boundaries into New Farm , Newstead , Bowen Hil l s , Red Hil l ,  
Milton, Highgate Hil l , Woolloongabba and East Brisbane . Nucleated centres 
had also begun to form at such point s as Toowong , Lutwyche , Nundah and 
Sandgate . Parliament recognised that the spread of local government to 
the suburban areas which had developed around the municipal core of the 
city would have to be precipitated by legislative action . Al though the 
Local Government Act of 1878 was specifical ly designed to �acilitate
the introduction of local government to suburban Brisbane , the government 
found the coercive executive powers conferred by the Divisional Boards 
Act of 1879 a more effective means of ' bestowing ' the privilege of locaL 
government on the city ' s  reluctant suburbanites . 3 Paradoxically, by 
ringing the municipality with eight divisions with boundaries based on 
the census districts the government set the succeeding pattern of 
multiple municipal authorities and made the creation of additional ad hoa
authorities and the constitution of joint local authorities inevitabl e .  
Once begun by central government action the fragmentation o f  municipal 
administration was continued by ratepayers whose sel f-interest , parochialism 
and petty j ealousies drove them to seek the ful l  measure of municipal 
particularism permitted by the local government legislation . No l ess 
than twenty-one local authorities had been constituted within the Brisbane 
area by 1 891 and the metropolitan district soon became a mosaic of local 
and semi-local government areas and j urisdictions , often controlled by 
petty authorities lacking the financial and technical resources needed 
effectively to carry out the functions entrusted to them . By 1 924, 
besides tne twenty ' traditional ' local authorities stil l in existence , 
there were nine j oint local authorities , twenty-one ad hoa bodies and four 
government departments directly responsible for local works and services 
within the city. 
1 .
2 .  
3 .  
The ad hoa authorities were the Brisbane Board o f  Water Works , 
Brisbane Gas Company and the Brisbane Fire Brigade Board . 
Qld. Part. Debs. , l878 , Vol . XXV, pp . 204-5 .  
Ibid., 1879 , Vol . XXI X, p . 566 . 
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The shortcomings of the local government system both in Brisbane 
and in Queens land as a whol e  were cl early r�cognised . A �ocal _Government 
Commission reported on the question in 1896 , and the l egislation was 
repeatedly amended in an endeavour to improve the ' lack lustre ' . 
performance of local authorities . The Commission ' s  recomm�ndation . 
that the municipal and divisional boards strands be fused into a single
local government system was implemented by the Health Act �f 1 900 and 
the Local Authorities Act of 1 902 and the structure , functions , powers
and financial resources of local authorities were progressively expanded .
More democratic principl es were al so appl ied 1n the local government sphe re,
while , at the same time , supervision and control by the c entral government 
were tightened .  
After it won the state elections in 1 91 5 ,  the Labour Party sought 
to impl ement its local government pol icy - an adult franchise , one-man­
one-vote , the el ection of the mayor or chairman by the el ectors voting 
as a whol e ,  triennial municipal elections and the municipali zation of 
civic utilities such as the tramways - but was fo iled by entrenched 
conservative el ements within the Legi slative Council until the Upper 
Chamber was ' swamped ' in 1 920 . The extens ion of the adult franchise 
and one -man-one-vote to local government elections and the introduction 
of compul sory voting enabled the Labour party successfull y  to contest 
municipal elections in the more urbanized suburbs of Brisbane . Indeed, 
there were Labour maj orities in both the Brisbane and South Brisbane City 
Councils in 1924 . The inj ection of party politics into municipal 
government with its pol icy platforms , organized election campaigns and 
group commitment created greater public interest in municipal affairs 
and led to the drafting and implementation of specific programmes of 
civic improvements and reform.5 
As in England , the democratic reform of local government was 
associated with the granting of increasingly rigorous control and 
supervision to the central authority . The trend was most marked with 
respect to public heal th, but was present in a l es s  ubiquitous form in 
most aspects of local administration . 6 However , in practice the government
found that interference with local democracy was fraught with difficul ty 
and used its legal authority more as a threat or reserve power than as 
a practical method of enforcing its wil l  on local authorities . The 
co-operation of councils was usual ly secured by non-coercive means more 
acceptable to the representatives of the local community . 
As might have been expected in a frontier town, the Brisbane 
Municipal Council was primarily concerned during its first twenty years 
with provid�ng trafficable streets , ferry services , a bridge across the 
river, a town hall , a storm water drainage system and a fire brigade . 
It worked with even l ess success to secure adequate parks for the town 
and to establish and operate baths , sal eyards and markets . During this 
second period of municipal government , the Brisbane Council despite the
intervention of the depression of the 1 8 90 ' s ,  was abl e  to m�intain and
improve these basic amenities and s ervices . In addition health and . . , sanitary seT':'ices were establ ished and Queen , George and Eagle Streets 
were paved with wood blocks . As civic finances recovered from the effects
of depres7i�n a�d war, the C�ty_of Brisbane embarked on a city improvementand beautification scheme which included the recons truction of the main and ar�erial roads in ma7sed or bitumenous concrete ,  the widening of  parts of Qu�en_and Ade�aide streets , the extension and improvement of  parklands within the city and other minor works , such as  the constructionof
_
kerbing
_
and wate7 channel ling and the paving of  footpaths . The South . Brisbane City Council embarked on a similar , but much less ambitious scheme.
4 .  
s. 
6 .  
V. & P. of L.A. of QZd., 1 896, Vol . I I ,  p .525 .
See Gordon Greenwood (ed . )  & John Laverty, BPisbane ZB59-Z959, Part II .
Ibid., pp . 235-237, 341-352 .
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Both of these inner city local authorities had al so provided extensive
wharfages and begun 70 exercise town planning powers and to encourage
cultural activities . 
The achievements of the central city councils were nevertheless 
curtailed by financial l imitations , for lack of funds proved to be the 
achilles  heel of metropolitan government . At no time were the financial 
resources of Brisbane ' s  local authorities large enough to enable them to 
exercise adequately the powers , or to carry out the functions , entrusted 
to them . Thi s  was particularly true of the suburban local authorities 
which had smal ler resources , but larger areas and greater needs . 
Consequently they were seldom abl e  to provide more than the basic works 
and services , such as the construction and maintenance of the streets , 
bridges and stonn water drainage , the provision of parks and recreational 
facilities , the operation of the ferries and the care of public health, 
and often inadequately .  
The government sought to increase the effectiveness o f  metropolitan 
government by creating more ad hoc bodies to undertake essential ly municipal 
responsibilities .  In 1 909 the Brisbane Board of Water Works was 
reconstructed and given the additional task of sewering the city. 8 As
the city grew suburban fire brigade boards were established which were 
amalgamated with the inner city ones in 1 921 into the Metropolitan Fire 
· Brigade Board . The construction and operation of tramways was initial ly 
entrusted to a company, but , in accordance with Labour pol icy, the 
undertaking was compulsorily purchased in 1 922 and transferred to a Tramway 
Trust indirectly control l ed by the local authorities concerned . Similarly, 
el ectricity supply became the responsibility of the City Electric Light 
Company. However the Labour government refused to extend its supply area 
beyond the inner city and the suburban local authorities set up the 
Metropolitan Electricity Board to purchase power in bulk from the company 
and to reticulate it in the suburbs .  The control of traffic was transferred 
successively to a j oint local authority (1 886) , a Trans it Conunission (1895) 
and finally to the Commis sioner of Police (1 905) . The operation of the 
�metropol itan fish market was also transferred to a government department 
after a Parliamentary investigation into a South Brisbane application for 
a loan to rebuild it . The development and administration of the Port of 
Brisbane , on the other hand , continued to be the responsibil ity of the 
Department of Harbours and Marine despite the enactment of a Harbour Boards 
Act in 1892 . Although these ad hoc authorities,  with their special 
powers , limited functions and more adequate financial resources , were 
generally better abl _e to give a satisfactory service than the ordinary local 
authorities , their work stil l often fel l  below· the standards required . 
Moreover , their existence added to 1he confusion of metropol itan government 
and inhibited the working-out of .solutions to its maj or prob lems . 
Thus on balance the accomplishments of metropolitan authorities fel l 
a good deal short of the needs of the city. Not only was the growth of 
Brisbane rapid and cyclical in incidence,  but , s ince it was largely left 
to a mul tiplicity of private individuals and firms , it was also unruly and 
uncontrolled .  Consequently, metropolitan local and ad hoc authorities 
were continually confronted with developmental and recurr1ng urban needs 
which they could not adequately fulfil. "1 In the early years , while the 
l imitations of public transport continuea to place a premiwn on locations 
close to the heart of the town, urban development largely consisted of 
relatively dense housing, which in practice often meant smal l ,  flimsy, '. 
wooden buildings on tiny allotments served by narrow and winding streets . 
Thus while the costs of providing municipal services were kept down, 
excessive subdivision of land and j erry-built houses created health and 
fire hazards and involved the Brisbane Council in vexing problems of 
street construction and maintenance .  The progressive completion of the 
7. See J .R .  Laverty, "Town Planning in Brisbane 1842-1 925 " , Royal 
Australian Planning Institute Journal, Vol . 9,  No. 1 ,  Jan . 1 971 , pp . 1 9-26 .
8 .  The Board was renamed 'The Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board ' • 
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suburban rail way system after 1875 and the construction and extens ion
of the tramways from 1 886 onwardsial so had important impl icatio�s on 
metropol itan travel inherent in the public transport system during the . 
' horse and buggy age ' ,  thus '�facilitating the movement of the populace into
the suburbs .  
This shift in the direction of urban expansion placed an ever­
increasing burden on metropolitan authorities . As in the United States
of America suburban settlement was sometimes so rapid "that suddenly 
urbanized �geas found themselves without facil ities to meet �h� influx
of people . "  But to the urgent and excess iv� demands on .
municipal 
resources arising from the rapidity of the city ' s  expansion were added 
other problems stemming from the very nature of the'_ urbanization process . 
Its unplanned and uncontrolled character was a constant source of local 
problems and of costly expenditu:re . The radial pattern a�swn7d by th� . 
suburban ' sprawl ' as it fol lowed the main l ines of communication magnified 
the geographical dispersion of the population and increased the difficul ties 
of servicing new areas . But more significantly, the new, efficient public 
transport systems , by al lowing res idents to indulge their taste for a 
separate bungalow on its own plot of land , lessened the population 
dens ity within the strictly urban porti dh of the city, ��us infl ating 
the cost of providing municipal facil ities and services . '  Even the impact 
of social stratification on urban development deepened the dil emmas 
associated with the establis hment and extens ion of basic civic services . 
-..Because the land was cheap, the poor qual ity , low cost houses of working 
men were often sited in local i ties which required large municipal 
expenditures to transform them into satisfactory residential suburbs . 
Consequently, in places where civic needs were most press ing and the costs 
involved were high , the potential municipal income was frequently 
comparatively sligbt .  
Moreover, as the city grew in size municipal needs , such as public 
health and sanitation, water supply and sewerage , park and recreational 
facilities , a serviceable arterial road system, efficient and expanding 
transport systems , gas and electricity supply, convenient markets , competent 
traffic control,  and port installations , increased both in scope and 
importance . Contemporaneously, advances in science and technology added 
to the sophistication and increased the cost of many of thes e amenities 
and services , whil e  the rising expectations of the populace converted 
what had once been ' luxury ' or ' novelty ' urban facil ities into essential 
municipal requiremen�s . 
Thus there were three sal ient and int er-related reasons for the 
unsatisfactory operation of the system of metropolitan government which 
emerged between 1859 and 1924 . First , inadequate financial resources
limited the competence of individual local and ad hoe authorities 
from the outset and prevented them from effectively carrying out al l the�unctions committed to them . Secondly, their functional impotence was
inc:e�sed by the extent of the civic needs and the complexity of the 
municipal probl ems created by the rapid growth of Brisbane . Final ly,
the compl�x of local bodies which emerged , with their differing areas over- lapping functions , conflicting jurisdictions , duplicate administ;ativesystems , l imited powers and lack of technical and financial resources proved incapable of providing the integrated efficient and economi�metropolitan government needed .  ' 
Increasingly the various weaknesses and difficul ties of local 
gove�e�t in Brisbane �ere seen as part of the larger metropol itan vroblem 
o� municipal fragmentation . A reaction against this fragmentation of the
city ' s  government began as early as 1 891 when the Divi sion of Booroodabin 
sought amalgamation with the Municipal ity of Brisbane . Five years l ater 
the Royal Commiss ion · on Local Government declared : "we are of opinion that , 
9 .  Benj amin Baker, Urbcrn Goverrunent (Princeton , N.J ., 1 957) ,  p. 372 .
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especially with respect to the metropolitan district , the desire for 
the sub�ivision of areas has been too readily acceded to in the past,
and bel ieve that the multiplication of Local Authorities occas ioned 
thereby has led to undue expenditure , conflicting aims , loss of energy, 
and some friction . 111 0  I t  went on to reconnnend that the government should
investigate the possibility of amalgamating some of these local government 
areas in the interests of greater efficiency and econo�y. The time 
was �pportune becaus � the English local goverrunent reforms , and, in 
particular,  the English Local Government Act of 1 888 and the constitution 
of the London County Council had engendered an interest in ' greater city 
schemes ' throughout Australia. In Brisbane it took the fonn of proposals 
for a greater city covering an area within as much as a ten-mile radius 
of the G . P .O . I t  was a group of enthusiasts led by J .  Nico l Robinson, 
Mayor of Brisbane , that gave impetus to the movement seeking a greater 
Brisbane and , although the initiative provided by the conference of metropolitan 
local authorities convened by Robinson in 1 900 to discuss the creation of 
a greater city with a five-mi le radius , fi zz1ed out during 1901 , there can 
be little doubt that the amalgamation of Brisbane and Booroodabin in 1902 
was a by-product of this attempt to achieve a more rational and efficient 
form of metropolitan government . 
t 
The goverrunent , for its part , obviously had high hopes that the 
process of amalgamation would continue for the City of Brisbane Enlargement 
Act of 1902 was designed to facilitate the future annexation of other 
suburban local authority areas to the central city . But despite the fact 
that a special committee of the conference of metropolitan authorities 
had reported in favour of a greater city incorporating the urbanized 
portion of the metropolitan district , the suburban local authorities 
showed littl e real interest and certainly no enthusiasm for the proj ect . 
A sprinkl ing of enthusiasts did,  however, keep the idea before the public . 
The siting of the proposed new city hal l was discussed with reference 
to the greater city, while a greater city was seen as a solution to problems 
associated with water supply, sewerage and public health . During the 
1 debate on the Local Authorities Act Amendment Bill of 1910 a nwnber of 
Parliamentarians spoke strongly in favour of the Greater Brisbane Scheme . 
However, it was becoming increasingly evident that government action was 
essential if a greater city was ever to become a reality .  Cons equently, 
both the government party and the Labour opposition included the 
impl ementation of a Greater Brisbane as a plank in the party platfonn 
at the 1915 el ections . 
Two years after it had won the election the Labour goverrunent 
brought down its first Greater Brisbane Bil l  which was hastily prepared 
and smacked of el ection window-dressing . But already some of the trends 
in Labour ' s  thinking about the question were emerging - a large area , a 
smal l council el ected on an adult franchise and a strong , central ized 
executive under the direction of the mayor . However, the Bil l  contained 
no suggestion of enlarged powers or financial resources . The Bill of 1 923 , 
which was introduced to ascertain public reactions to Labour ' s  ideas on 
Greater Brisbane , indicates that government thinking had begun to 
crystal l i ze . The area was fixed at the ten-mile  radius (some 375 square 
miles) ; the council was to cons ist of twenty aldermen , elected on an 
adult franchise by wards coinciding with the state electorates , and a 
mayor elected by the el ectors of the city as a whol e ;  its tenure of 
office was fixed at three years ; and the civic administration was to be 
placed under the direction of the mayor and town clerk .  The powers of the 
proposed council did not exceed those of existing local authorities , but 
no l imit was set on its rating powers , though its borrowing powers were 
not greater than those already enj oyed by °local authorit1�s . 
Because of the obvious advantages of a single,  enlarged city 
adminis tration - economy and efficiency, the wider use of experts ,  increased 
borrowing potential and greater pub lic interest and participation in 
municipal government - the Press and public opinion general ly favoured 
1 0 .  V. & P. of Leg. Ass. of Qtd. , 1896 , Vol . I I ,  p . 548 . 
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some form of greater city government . Criticism centred on the size of 
the proposed greater city. The area, it was argued, was too extensive 
and would be unwieldy .  The inclusion of such large tracts of purely 
farming country, and even of bushland , was condemned and many people 
active in local goverrunent bel ieved that a five-mil e  radius , which 
would include the urbanized areas surrounding the central city, would 
be a far more realistic area since a definite community of interest . 
would be preserved . Local government members al so disl iked the coercive 
nature of the Bil l and argued that the proposed representation was too 
restricted . There was general agreement that the water and sewerage and 
tramway undertakings should be taken over by the new council , but that 
the council ought to be given a five-year adjustment period before this 
was done . The clauses al lowing the council ' s  powers to be circumscribed 
by Orders in Council  were strongly critici zed on the grounds that the new 
council should be given full control over its own administration . Of 
course ,  not al l those concerned with the scheme were critical of it . The 
Town Planning Association, for example,  approved of the area for town 
planning purposes . 
When the Bill  was redrafted, the government adhered to the ten-mil e  
radius area which was exactly delineated t o  include the cities o f  Brisbane 
and South Brisbane ; the towns of Hamil ton , I thaca, Toowong , Sandgate , 
Windsor and Wynnum; the shires of Balmoral , Belmont , Coorparoo , Enoggera, 
Kedron , Moggill , Sherwood,  Stephens , Taringa and Toombul and parts of the 
shires of Tingalpa and Yeerongpilly .  Contrary t o  other opinion , the 
government maintained that the interests of the rural areas included in 
the greater city were bound up with those of the city . Moreover , it was 
pointed out that control of the maj or utilities,  such as water supply and 
sewerage, tramways , electricity and fire brigades could only be 
effectively operated if the larger area were adopted. Similarly, al l t�e 
j oint boards could be abolished only if the larger area were chosen ,  while 
the effective performance of functions such as drainage , arterial road 
construction, public health and town planning demanded the extension of 
the city to its natural geographical boundaries . Final ly, it  was real ised 
from experience that it was unreal to expect that the voluntary expans ion 
of the city could be achieved as was suggested by the advocates of the 
five-mile radius . 1 1  
The City of Brisbane Act o f  1 924 also retained characteristics 
of the council laid down by the Bil l of 1 923. The government j ustified 
its adherence to a small council by arguing that it would only be a policy­
making body of paid aldermen and that the administrative work formerly done 
by aldermen would become the responsibi lity of permanent municipal officials  
under the aegis of  the mayor . After a short transition period of seven 
months al l the existing local authorities and j oint local authorities were 
to be absorbed by the Greater Brisbane City Council , while the Governor in 
Council was authorized to transfer the management of traffic ,  fire brigades , 
cemeteries , water supply and sewerage and tramways to the Council once it 
was soundly established . The indebtedness of the absorbed authorities 
was to be pooled and made a common charge on the city and differential 
rating was permitted to accommodate rural land . 
The criticism of the limited powers proposed by the 1 923 draft 
Bill influenced the government to grant the Greater Brisbane City Council  
very extensive powers subj ect only to  cons istency with statutes other 
than those concerned with local government and to the approval of the 
government executive . The powers granted were general and express and 
the expre�s powers were in no way to l imit the scope of the general powers . 
These powers were to be taken by ordinances enacted by the counci l itsel f . 
In
.
effect , the City of Brisbane Act conferred on the council such powers , 
neither more nor l es s ,  than the government executive considered necessary · 
provided that these powers and duties were not less than a local authorit� 
11 . For ful l er details  see Greenwood and Laverty, Gp. ait. , Chap .  1 0 .  
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-. already had and that they were not inconsistent with statutes not 
directly applicable to local authorities. 
(3) Government by the Greαter Brisbane City Cou:nciZ, Z925-Z969 
Brisbane was governed by a non-Labour administration under the leadership 
of W. A. Jolly (mayor) during the first six years of the Greater Brisbane 
era. Once the familiar conunittee and departmental systems had been adapted 
to the.administrative needs of the enlarged city, the council set about 
the task of up-grading the works and services offered to the citizel).s. 
The Government had seen fit to make the council responsible for the tr創nways
and fire brigades from the outset, but delayed transferring the cemeteries 
and water supply and sewerage undertaking to its care until 1928. During 
this six-year period the emphasis of the council ’s activities centred on 
the completion of the Brisbane and South Brisbane improvement and, 
beautification schemes; the construction of ‘an arterial road system, 
·including the William Jolly Bridge over the river; the erection of the
New Fann power house and the rapid extension of the suburban electricity
reticulation system; the improvement and extension of the tramway
undertaking; the purchase and development of extensive areas for park
and recreation purposes; the initiation of work on a town plan; and
the extension and improvement of health and sanitary services. After
control of the water supply and sewerage undertaking was assl.Dlled it was
reorganized on more efficient lines and the Stanley River water supply
and flood con科ol scheme was adopted on the reconunendation of an expert
investigator ．品副
With the onset of the depression the council ’s welfare and 
developmental progranm】e collapsed. Public works almost ground to a standstill, 
municipal services were cut and the town pl回ming projects were discontinued. 
Later the need to find work for the unemployed led to the execution of a 
wide variety of labour, intensive street, drainage and park improvements 
and to the pa戸nent of government subsidies on municipal works of a more 
permanent nature. But the government also interfered directly in municipal 
affairs by authorizing the Bureau of Industry to construct the Story Bridge 
釘ld the St創lley River scheme and by setting up a Transport Board; thus 
erod主百E the prestige and effectiveness of city government. Moreover, by 
the substituting of an occupier for the adult franchise and by introducing 
a powerful executive system in city administration the Moore government 
added further confusion to an already perplexing situatiqn. It is not 
therefore surprising that the weak municipal administration of Mayor Greene 
accomplished little of lasting value to Brisbane. 
A frustrated electorate returned Labour majorities in both the 
state and metropolitan spheres and it was not long before the adult franchise 
was restored in municipal elections and city adminiβtration was reorganized 
on traditional conunittee lines. Fortunately, the availability of loan funds 
to relieve unemplo戸nent and liberal government subsidies on municipal 
works enabled the Jones Labour administration to undertake extensive 
developmental programmes covering water supply and sewerage, transport and 
electricity supply. Health services were also restored and improved and 
work on the civic survey and the zoning plan and ordinances recommenced. 
However, during Labour ’s second term financial extravagance and 
manipulation, inefficient administration and suspected corruption induced 
the government to investigate municipal affairs and then to intervene 
directly in city administration. Indeed, a government official reorganized 
the departmental structure and the conunittee system by introducing better 
financial and administrative procedures and setting up a powe写ful executive 
in the form of the establishment and co-ordinating committee. l..> The Jones
administration could not survive the scandal and was defeated in 1940 
by a、 Citizens Municipal Organization te制led by J.B. Chandler. 
12. Report on Water Sunply Extensions and Flood Mitigation. w.E. Bush,
14th May, 19�0. 
13. Mr. R.H. Robinson, Assistant Under Secretary of the Department of
Health and Home Affairs was seconded to the Council to carry out these
tasks.
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wartime shortages and controls kept civic devel opmental .
and
maintenance activities at a low level and, con�equently, _ exce�siv
e demands
on municipal amenities and services led to serious �eterioration , to 
shortages of water and electricity and to overcro�ding o� trams and buses .
Meanwhile Chandler assiduously accumulated funds i n  readiness for post-war 
reconstruction and development . Unfortunately sho:t�ges of manpow�r and 
materials and inflation greatly hampered the council  s reconstruct�on and 
developmental programme between 1945 and 1 951 . Because �f the rapi� growth
of population, the continued urban sprawl and the un�ulfille� �emand for 
housing municipal endeavour was largely channelled into a l imited number 
of proj �cts - the development of water supp�y,  the ex�ension of electricity
generation and distribution ,  road construction and m�intenance , the 
construction of storm water drainage , and the expansion of the transport
system .  Sewerage work was confined in most ins ta�c7s to �ain s ewer 
construction . By the time the Roberts Labour administ�ation _ came �o 
power in 195 2 ,  shortages of materials had been overcome and inflation
had tapered off, but there was a serious shortage o� l�an funds � . 
Consequently, the Labour council was unable to fulfil  its election promises 
on water supply and sewerage development because of the urgent need to 
complete Tennyson Power House . It  was found that sewerage construction 
could only be promoted at the expense of road and drainage work . Once 
again the lack of finance had proved to be the achil les heel of 
metropolitan government . �oberts did , however, revive the town planning 
proj ect by having a ' town plan '  hastily prepared and presented to the 
government . 
Thus the activities of the C . M . O .  administration of R .  Groom, which 
succeeded the Roberts administration after its dispute with the Central 
Executive of the Labour Party over municipal salaries , were circumscribed 
by limited funds . The recurring post-war water shortages and electricity 
failures were removed by concentrating on the expansion of water supply and 
the construction of Tennyson Power House .  Some progress  was made on sewerage 
reticulation as the main sewers were gradual ly completed and park and 
recreational facilities and library services were extended . But 
transport services were still not satisfactory and the parking problem was 
becoming more acute .  Moreover , road construction and maintenance was 
lagging badly. The heavy cost of electricity generating plant and equipment 
continued to absorb an excessive share of the funds available to the council 
and thus prevented it from attracting a generous share of the subsidies 
the government paid towards the cost of water supply  and sewerage works , 
road construction, storm water drainage works and similar ' non-trading ' 
proj ects . 14 Indeed, it was the transfer of power generation to the s .E .A. 
of Queensland which enabled Clem Jones to achieve such spectacular results 
in sewerage reticulation (especially as the construction of the main sewer 
system had also been completed) and in other civic works which attract 
these state subsidies . Even so , the present condition of the streets and 
roads indicate the extent to which he has had to trim expenditure in other 
spheres of council activity. 
In retrospect it seems fair to say that the Greater Brisbane 
expe:ime�t has partly l�ved �p .
to expectations . Much of the overlapping ,
duplication, _ w�ste _ and inefficiency inherent in the system o f  multiple  loca� authorities _
i� repl�ced has been eliminated and the ful l er powers ,the increased administrative competence arising from the greater use of exper�s , the financial strengt� d�rived from pool ed resources and higherprestige! and the greater publ ic interest and participation in metro�ol�tan go�ernm�nt h�ve contributed to better goverrunent . As I have i�dicate� in this brief survey, the operation of the system has notbeen without its sc�ndal s and �ts weaknes ses , but given the interventionof a severe depr�s�ion and � dislocating world war , the recognising the low level of municipal amenities and services available in 1 925 , a good deal
14 . See Greenwood and Laverty, op. cit. , Part I I I  for further information 
on Greater Brisbane . 
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of solid civic pr?gr7ss has been achieved in the face of rapid urban 
settlem�nt : But �t is clear that the experiment was compromised from the ?eginning by inadequate financial resources and that a wide gap still  
remains between the functions and the finances of the Brisbane City Council .
'11lere i s  evidence also that the dangers of over-central i zation and 
bureaucracy impl icit in the sheer size of the new authority in 1 925
have not been entirely avoided . 
PLANNING IN BRISBANE 
Although Brisbane did not have a Statutory Town Plan until 1 965 
the history of town planning in Brisbane goes back to the very inception 
of Greater Brisbane as a single local authority. Since the 1 9 2 0 ' s
the City Council has maintained a planning office in one form or another 
and during this period several town plans were prepared including those 
of 1 928 , 1 944 and 1 95 2 ; however none of these earlier plans reached 
the stage of Government approval . Nevertheless planning made its mark 
on the city so that many of the better aspects of this city which are 
often regarded as happy accidents were in fact achieved through 
considerable and often frustrating planning effort ; in particular 
the 1 9 5 2  Plan was used to guide and control development using the powers 
vested in the Council by its Ordinances . The Government appointed a 
Conunittee in 1 958 to report on what action should be taken on the 
1952 submission and as a res�lt the Council prepared a further Plan , 
which was completed in 1 96 1  and became law in 1 965 . A revision of 
the Plan was undertaken in 1 969 and this became law in early 1 971 . 
AIMS 
With the introduction of a formally accepted Town Plan the city ' s  
Town Planning Staff has been able to work within a defined set of aims 
even though they are not stated within the Plan ,  having been removed 
therefrom at the request of the Goverrunent in 1 963 as being inappropriate 
within the text of the P lan . 
In summary, planning in Brisbane aims to provide for orderly 
development, and in -particular to : safeguard the proper use of land 
to obtain a proper balance and relationship between land-uses ; provide 
and maintain adequate open-space and conununity services and facilities 
for health, recreation, amenity and convenience ; provide an adequate road 
and conununication system; ensure population densities in keepi_ng with 
appropriate circumstances and preserve places and buildings of intrinsic 
value . P lanning also aims to preserve existing amenities in the city, 
encourage the proper redevelopment of declining areas and pro_l';ide 
constructive guidelines for desirable forms of development . 
THE PLAN 
The set of policies and controls which constitute the Plan 
are expressed in zoning maps , a table of zones which sets out the various 
uses al lowab le by right or by consent or which are prohibited within 
each zone and the conditions for as -of-right uses ; these are supported 
by controlling Ordinances forming Chapter 8 of the Council ' s  Ordinances , 
administered under the City of Brisbane Town Planning Act , 1 964 to 1 968 . 
The zoning system recognises seven broad groups of zones , namely,
the Non Urban Zone , the Future Urban Zone , the Residential Zones , the 
Business Zones Industry Zones , Special Use Zones and Open Space Zones 
which are further subdivided to form a total of twenty-three , six of which
were introduced in the recent Revision to enable the better fulfilment 
of the aims listed above . 
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Experience in the administration of the Pl an has enable
d the
planners and the Council to see more clearly where impro�emen
ts can be
made in the system of planning and many of these improvements 
have been
incorporated into the Plan ·  further changes and refinements c
an be 
expected in the future as day to day problems highl ight the needs and
the anomalies . 
The Plan and its Revision have not been lacking in spirit�d . . 
criticism which has at times proposed drastic changes in the administration
of planni�g;  however there is more to be gained by a more o:dered 
evolution and refining of planning techniques based on practical 
experience of Brisbane ' s  particular requirements than from a .
sudden 
drastic change to an entirely new form, the advantages of which for
Brisbane can only be speculated on in theoretical terms . The . 
p:o�ess'. 
of planning requires the exercise of a high degree of responsibil ity in
order to inspire confidence and a sense of stability in the development
of the city. Sudden and drastic upheaval in the whole process of 
planning and the introduction of a new system which must be . �egarded as
a new "experiment" must be inimical to the creation of confidence and 
stability and the implications are too far reaching to al low ad hoc 
experimentation when the city is at stake . 
Advances have been made in Brisbane that are contributing to 
greater confidence and stabil ity by further clarification of the Council ' s  
intent on the location, order and conditions of development in industrial , 
business and residential areas . Some of these advances include the 
introduction of new zones and the inclusion of additional as -of-right 
uses under specified conditions and the introduction of the us e of 
Development Control Plans to create an ordered, rational and desirabl e  
form of development in Future Urban and Future Industrial Zones . Other 
more minor refinements have been made to remove anomalies existing in 
the earlier plan . 
Some of the maj or advances have been the introduction of the 
Residential "B" and Residential "C" Zones , the Future Industry and 
Harbour Industry Zones and the Suburban Central Business Zone . 
The absence of a properly delineated area for Mul tiple Dwell ings 
was a source of practical concern for a considerable periQd . This 
situation was not a satisfactory one and the Local Government Appeal Court 
on several occasions referred to thi s absence in giving its j udgements . 
It was therefore necessary to introduce the Residential "B" zone to fil l  
this . gap . '- The provision of almost 6 , 000 acres in the ResidentiaL..!.!B" 
zone. 1 has been a source of concern to some critics .  However when ! the rate 
of development of multiple dwellings is considered in relation to the 
amount of property available for sal e and redevelopment , the provision of 
7ignificantly ·1 :ss  w�uld introduce a scarcity .
factor to artificial ly 
inflate land prices in the zone . In  such a situation the cost of Multiple
Dwell ing Units would rise and demand slacken so that the broad function of 
increasing residential densities and redeveloping older suburban areas would
not be achieved . Comment from developers has verified the truth of
these assertions . 
 
The areas zoned for Multiple Dwelling Units have been determined 
�fter considering �v�ilability of adequate shopping and community services
 rn the area ; proximity of pub lie transport ; location in relation to  �mployment c7nt:es;  nature of . d�mand for . mu� tip le dwelling development in the locality, age and condition of existing development and the roadpatte�n . ' 
From its experience in considering site applications in 'theredev:lopment areas of Sp:ing Hil l ,  Fortitude Val l ey and along somearterial roads , The Planning Advisory Connnittee concluded that 1 1  · · d · d . 
a new zone , a owing mixe res1 ent1al and conunercial uses had to be · t d d · nt th Pl t · . ' in ro uce 1 o e an o permit an economic redevelopment of those areas , at the same
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time achieving a build up of residential density around the Central City 
and on the ma�or public transport routes. These methods appear to be 
working well in some overseas planning schemes and were thought to be 
applicable for limited areas of Bris.bane, being most appropriate where 
Local Authorities do not have either the powers or the funds to implement 
comprehensive redevelopment schemes. This has been provided in the 
introduction of the Residential ”C” Zone in which mixed use buildings 
are allowed as-of-right provided that at least fifty percent is for 
residential use. 
In both the Residential ”B” and Residential ” C”Zones develonment 
is subject to one of three Land Use Intensity Indices which control the 
number of units, the maximum gross floor area, site coverage and 
required recreation space according to the ・area of site. In this way 
control is maintained over population density, building bulk and the 
amenity of the area. Bonuses are built into the Indi'ces to discourage 
the development of Multiple Dwellings on small sites. 
With increasing industrial growth in areas along the Brisbane River 
towards the river mouth it has been considered desirable that land in this 
area should be reserved for those industries requiring a harbourside 
location. For this reason a Harbour Industry Zone has been introduced 
so that industries which can equally well locate elsewhere will be required 
to do so. Provision has been made in this zone for almost any type of 
industrial development, provided the industries are certified by the 
Director of Industrial Development as requiring a harbourside location. 
It is often highly desirable in such areas to set aside parkland and land 
for Municipal and public purposes and the zone allows for this. 
The introduction of the Future Industrial Zone is a step forward 
in the process of planning in Brisbane in that it is linked to the 
introduction of Development Control‘Plans. This allows the orderly release 
of industrial land to meet increasing demand and the extension of services 
in an economic manner. The release of any land from the Future Industrial 
Zone will be on a planned basis in confomity with the Development Control 
Plan. This process allows the planner maximum flexibility in adjusting 
the supply of particular categories of industrial land to meet changing 
demands while maintaining a maximum degree of control in the interests 
of the city as a whole. 
A similar approach is to be adopted in the release of Future 
Urban land and it is anticipated that in this way a more desirable 
distribution pattern of shopping and comm nity amenities will be achieved 
in future. 
DE昭＇LOPMENT PROBLEJぜrs.
Brisbane's particular site and its historical development have 
imposed many constraints on the process of planning in the city. The 
location of the city straddling a wide meandering river has introduced 
problems of north-south access resulting in the emergence of a distinct 
dfyision of the two halves north and south of the river. Most-particularly. 
it has resulted in a break in the rail network so that direct access to 
the Central City and northern suburbs is impossible from the southern 
suburbs ．〆This has resultea in the underdevelopment and underutilisation 
of rail facilities on the south-side and a much heavier dependence on road 
transport than is true of the northern and western suburbs. Combined with 
this the early development of the city was �s_ed on the extension of rail 
and tr訓services in a radial manner from the Central City. This heritage 
has resulted in traffic movements heavily oriented to or through the Central 
City area since the three major bridges spanning the river are in the 
vicinity of the Central Business District. Until relatively recently 
only one other road bridge crossed the river and this served the western 
suburbs beyond Iildooroopilly. More recently a fifth bりdge was completed 
upstre叩to serve the newly developed suburb of Jindalee. At the moment 
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there are therefore only five road bridges with no cross -river l inks
between the Central City and Indooroopilly and none east .
of the g�n�ral
Central City area . This has led to traffic congestion with the mixing of
Central City traffic and through traffic competing for scarce road 
space at the cross river l inks . 
The congestion problems along the maj or arte:ial s might �ot 
have been quite so acute had it not been for the laying of traml ines . along these roads and the consequent development in r�b�on form of shop�ing
centres at tram stops , most particularly at tram termini . As the tramlines 
were progressively extended, new shopping centres developed at the new 
termini and the shopping centres grew in linear fashion towards each other . 
Trams have since been removed from Brisbane ' s  roads , but the o ld form of 
ribbon development continues to generate traffic and a parking demand which 
conflict with the arteri al function of the roads . 
Because of these traffic problems the State Government , acting on 
the advice of the American traffic consultants Wilbur Smith and As sociates , 
has undertaken the planning , and conunenced the construction, of a system 
of freeways and expressways to cope with the expected heavy traffic flow 
to and from the Central City and to create alternative cross river l inks 
to take most of the through traffic away from the Central City.  While  the 
construction of a freeway system is an expensive undertaking and funds 
are l imited a strict order of priorities needs to be observed to make 
the most effective use of the funds availab le .  For this reason whilst 
the system aims to solve the problems of limited capacity on existing 
radials , enumerated above, it wil l ,  in the short term result in a further 
reinforcement of the essentially radial structure of the city foJ;'Jll . The 
maj or exception to this i s  the planned North-South Freeway with a high 
l evel cross river link towards the river mouth to cater for through traffic 
and to cater for cross river industrial traffic . 
With the continued increase in car availability and with an 
increased supply of road-space to feed traffic into the Central City,  the 
City Council is faced with the problem of how to handle the high volume 
of traffic in the City Centre . The problem is not one which can be viewed 
in isolation for it is �nly one segment of a series of interrelated probl ems 
involving parking supply and parking costs , pedestrian/traffic conflict , 
the use of public transport and the capac ities of the freeways and arterial s .  
The Council  i s  aware o f  the prob lems inherent in the provision o f  freeways 
and of the experience gained overseas indicating that the solution of the 
immediate congestion probl em merely invokes a greater demand to use the 
increase{. road space . The problem is l ikely to be recurring one . The 
lesson to be learned therefore is that the provision of additional road 
space provides a short-term pal l iative but no long-term solution . The 
answers must therefore l ie in the implementation of policies on the use 
of road space or the supply of parking space , combined with efforts to 
supply satisfactory and acceptab le alternative travel modes . 
�he reco�ition of _ the _ importance of the radial structuring of the �ity has important implications for planning . As already mentioned
the rad�al form develo�ed around the lines of public transport and i s  an 
app:opr1ate and economic form where public transport continues in a 
dominant role . However, this city form is not well suited to a heavy �ependence on the use of the private motor vehicle,  particular ly for the
� ourney _
t� �ork . �he cost of completely restructuring the city ' s  form 1s proh�bitive so it has . become necessary to consider the improvement of p�b�1c transport . This can only be done , however, where residential dens1t1es a:e somewhat �igher than is the rul e in Brisbane . Planning hasther7f�re �imed at the pr�vision of zones allowing higher res identialdensities in areas convenient for the operation of efficient publ " transport services . ic 
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By l imiting the traffic bui ld up in the Central City and by 
res e�ing scarce road space for essential users such as shoppers , peop le
on private business and service vehicl es , it is anticipated that the 
Central Business District can be maintained as a viable entity . The 
general attractiveness of the area can be maintained by a reduction of 
pedestrian/traffic conflict , by a reduction of traffic congestion and 
by limiting the area of valuab le property being devoted to low-productivity 
road and parking space . Under these conditions it is possible to create 
a living heart for the city. /  Movements in this direction have already 
started with increased areas of open space , with increased segregation of 
pedestrians and vehicl es as the extension of Anzac Square over Adelaide 
Street is implemented and as footways are provided over Adelaide Street 
from King George Square and a complex of underground footways and shopping 
arcades are created l inking maj or new buildings in Ann, George and Adelaide 
Streets in the general v1cinity of the City Hall . In association with the 
general aims of city beautification the City Council is encouraging the 
provision of fountains and �andscaping wherever possible in association 
with new buildings and open spaces . 
Traffic planning for Brisbane has had far wider implications than 
mere consideration of the problems of the Central Area . The functions of 
Town Planning and Traffic Planning are intimately interwoven . A high 
�egree of co -ordination has been developed between the Planning and Traffic
Section of the City Council  and the Main Roads Department at the technical 
level and between the political representatives of the Council and State 
Government at the policy l evel . With this close liaison The Planning 
Advisory Conunittee is  kept ful ly informed of the various proposals being 
investigated and account has been taken of these proposals in both the 
Revised Town Plan and in the day to day determination of applications . 
Where the adoption of road proposals was stil l  pending at the time of the 
Revision of the Plan and where the designs had not reached such a stage 
no account could be taken of them as part of the amendments ,  other than 
to adopt appropriate zonings in order to protect as far as possible the 
anticipated future routes . To do anything more than this involving significant 
rezoning amendments would have been dangerous until such time as the exact 
routes are finally detennined; only at such time wil l  the relation of zoning 
to freeway location become apparent . In the meantime the locations of the 
freeway routes are being influenced by the Council ' s  decisions in Town 
Planning . 
No examination of the planning of faci lities. for the movement 
of people  and goods would be complete without mention of the fact that the 
State Government has become aware of the prob lems of public transport and 
that such probl ems extend beyond the boundaries of the City of Brisbane . 
At the request of the Government , Wilbur Smith and Associates examined the 
situation and presented a comprehensive Brisbane Region Pubtic Tra.nspoPtation 
Study, in 1 970 . The study suggests the improvement and electrification 
of the rail network and the construction of a rail bridge over the river 
between South Brisbane and Roma Street to link the two halves of the 
suburban rail system, the construction of a five mile  Central City 
Underground rapid transit system, the establishment of a Transport 
Authority to take over the control of all public transport within the 
Brisbane Region and the co-ordination of bus and train services . It was 
reconunended that electrification of the suburban rail system and construction 
of the cross river link should be started almost innnediately . The 
construction of an underground railway was reconunended to start in 1 986 . 
The plan was designed to meet public transport needs to the year 2000 .
The Government has yet to make a decision on the adoption of these 
reconnnendations . 
Whil e  the prob lems of transport are an important consideration, 
they are by no means the only probl ems that Brisbane ' s  planners have to 
overcome . The problems of redevelopment of declining areas have continued . 
to pose a s erious probl em since the City Council has neither the power nor 
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the funds to implement comprehensive redevelopment schemes . One _po s�ibl e
solution under these circwnstances lies in a special ised form of zoning 
offering a form of development which wil l  be attractive to devel�pers . 
and thi s has been provided in the Res idential "C" Zone . In deal ing with
applications within these areas , negotiation with the developer _ 
offers 
opportunities for development within the framework of the Planning . 
Advisory Committee ' s aims which are to improve the road pattern , provide
community facilities to these areas and general ly to amalgamate small  
properties . 
In the field of land development , the City Council , recognising 
the future pressures of demand for land , has planned the reclamatio� and 
drainage of a significant area of low lying land around the Serpentine 
just north of the river mouth . In the long-term this wil l supply a most 
welcome reserve of land suitable for industrial uses . 
Another problem for planners has been the provision of open space . 
In some areas of Brisbane topography has limited the supply of suitable,  
usabl e and accessible areas for open space . The patterns of creeks and 
gul lies and flood-prone land provide many good opportunities for the 
development of open-space schemes and wherever possibl e  action is being 
taken to reserve such areas for this purpo$e . One maj or scheme which has 
been introduced recently provides for an extensive area of open space 
along Bulimba Creek, providing a considerabl e  area to form a substantial 
break in the urban landscape . Two other comparable schemes are presently 
being planned for other areas of the city and it is anticipated that these 
green areas will be a great asset in the future . 
In the field of subdivision and development of residential land 
the Council has exercised strict control to ensure that desirable standards 
of amenity and health are maintained and to ensure that development 
proceeds on an orderly and sound economic basis . The recent introduction 
of Development Control Plans into the planning process to govern the 
release of Future Urban Zone land for residential purposes has given the 
planners a stronger hand in guiding fringe development to ensure that 
land is provided in suitable locations for shopping and community 
facil ities (including open-space) and to ensure that a more des irable 
pattern of maj or and minor roads is achieved . It al so ensures maximum 
utilisation of existing and new public utility services . 
While much remains to be achieved in refining the process of 
planning and its implementation a great deal has already been achieved 
and Brisbane . has deri�ed considerab�e benefit from its Town Pl�n .  VHowever . the introd�ct�on of a _ Pl�n is  not the culmination of the planner' swork! in � sense it is a beginning rather than an ending , for the
consideratio� of proposal s and negotiations form a most important phase 
of the pl anning process . // A  great deal of constructive planning is done
on a day to day basi s  by negotiation with developers of city bui ldings 
subdivisions and multiple dwellings ,  to name some of the more signific�t
instances . �any of the c�ty' s  developers have been more than wil l ing to 
co-operate with the Council ' s  planners in seeking the best forms of 
development for the city in the application of desirable standards in 
their proposal s up to the l imits that economic feasibility wil l  allow 
and most have seen this as being in their own best interests . 
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THE PORT CF BRISBPNE 
. V isitors to this "eccentric" city (and here eccentricity is to
be thought of sol ely in terms of position) might wel l  be excused for 
leav�ng unimpressed by the seemingly haphazard arrangement of port 
facilities which, in the middle metropolitan reaches , appear to cl ing 
somewhat insecurely to the outside of some , but not all ,  of the concave 
meander bends of the Brisbane River . But a closer study reveals some 
order and regularity in the morphogenesis of the port and ��- i�c���singly 
�ke� ���dency toward speciali zation of function . The geographer wil l  
discern , in what fol lows ,  more than a passing reference to the pioneer
work of James Bird . 1 
In essence the State ' s  main commercial port comprises approximately 
twenty three general cargo berths , three speciali zed meat loading wharves , 
a bulk grain wharf, two wharves for handl ing fertilizers in bulk and two 
maj or installations for handling P . O . L .  products .  Port trade at this 
time comprises about 6 . 4 mil lion long tons per annum nearly one half of 
which is made up of imported crude and outward refined product from the 
maj or instal lations close to the mouth of the river . Of the remainder 
just over l� mil lion l ong tons comprises general cargo - an increasing 
proportion of which is  amenable  to unitised or containerised handling 
methods . In terms of tonnage handl ed, Brisbane has already been surpassed 
by Gladstone and is being hard-pressed by Weipa (see Table 1) but handles 
about 1 500 ves sels a year, or more than half the total entering Queens land 
ports . 
I t  is a truism that a port can only be understood, at least in 
' functional terms , by reference to its landward and seaward connections . 
Brisbane ' s  supremacy in tenns of general cargo is understandable when one 
considers the concentration of population in the southeast of the State 
1 .  Bird ' s  Anyport model may be open to some criticism when applied to 
specific cases (see P .J .  Rimmer ' s  review of Seaport Gateways of 
Austra.lia in Australian Geographical Studies, V o l .  V II No . 1 ,  pp . 84-87) 
but it provides a useful conceptual framework for the study of port 
development . Bird ' s  model essential ly consists of Y I  stages or eras 
derived, in Rinuner ' s  words , ' from the highest common denominator of 
seaport development ' in a s.tudy of British seaports . The General 
theme of the development of a major port is swmnarized this way 
(op . cit . ,  page 7 ,  Table 4) : 
Era Terminated by the epoch of • • • • 
I Primitive the overflowing of the port function from 
the primitive nucleus of the port , or 
the change in location of the dominant 
port function 
I I  Marginal quay extension the change from a simple continuous line 
of quays 
I I I  Marginal quay 
elaboration 
IV Dock elaboration 
V Simple l ineal quayage 
YI  Specialized quayage 
the opening of a dock or the expansion 
of the harbour 
the opening of a dock with simple lineal 
quayage 
the provis ion of oil berths in deep water 
the occupation of all waterside sites 
between the port nucleus and the open sea .  
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and the concomitant secondary and tertiary activity here . In 1 967-68 . 
(the last year for which detailed statistics are available) the Brisbane 
Statistical Divisionl had 2 , 664 of the State ' s  4 , 554 factory establishments 
and employed 73, 575 of the State ' s  94 , 311  workers in manufacturing industry . 
South Queensland factories accounted for 74 per cent of the State ' s  
total factory production (by value added) of which 60 per c ent took 
place within the Brisbane Statistical Division . ( A  great deal of the 
manufacturing taking p lace in Central and Northern Queens land is concerned 
with the primary processing of sugar and metal extraction and refining . )  
Brisbane port handles a large proportion of the State ' s  general cargo . 
This is understandable . in view of the importance of manufacturing and 
the large market provided by the population in the southeast of the Stat� . 
On the other hand the 1 966 census supports the contention that the State 
of Queensland is fairly decentralized and this is especial ly so in respect 
of tertiary activities . Despite this fact more than half of the State ' s  
tertiary activity is centred in Brisbane . Of the Queensland total of 
4 14 , 797 employees in the several service categories listed in the census 
220, 350 (53%) found employment in the Brisbane Statistical Division . 2 
MoPptzoZogicaZ DeveZopment of the Po-Pt of Br>isbane 
F rom the most cursory examination of maps of central Brisbane (even 
the wel l -known Refidex maps) one can grasp the way in which the infant city 
functioned . Wheeler (see fig .  5 and bibliography) has traced the 
earliest stages in the development of Brisbane whose core is still  confined 
by the m�ander-bend referred to as the Brisbane and Town Reaches (between--. 
the Victoria Bridge and the Story Bridge at Petrie Bight) . Queen Street 
was th�n, as now, the axis .  /tt the southwestern end of this axis , on a 
ridge-"35 feet above sea level and conunanding the Brisbane Reach , stood 
the Military Barracks and the Cbnunissariat (1829) . Below the G..>mmissariat 
an incl ine led down to Queen ' s Wharf. Along what was to become Queen 
Street , or adj acent to it , stood lumber yards , workshops ,  prisons , the 
/cglican church and , at the far end , across a creek at the Petrie Bight 
end, the house of Andrew Petrie, Brisbane ' s  first F oreman of Works . 
Government still dominates the ridge at the southwestern end of Queen 
Street (e . g .  the Treasury Building at the j unction of Queen and George 
Streets) but retail ing has taken over the half mile closest to V ictoria 
Bridge . Ps Brisbane expanded3 the growing settlement had to look elsewhere
for wharf facilities . 
1 .  The BPisbane Statistical Division covers an area of about 957 square miles . 
It includes the Ci.ties of Brisbane , Ipswich and Redcl iffe , and parts of 
the contiguous (hence urbani zed) Shires of Albert , Beaudesert , Ckboolture ,  
Moreton , Pine Rivers and Redland . 
2 .  The 1966 census reveal ed a number of surprising facts about Queensland . 
The Brisbane Statistical Division then contained 777 , 674 persons in a 
total population of 1 , 663 , 685 (47 per cent) ' It is perhaps worth noting 
that the Gold Cbast with (at the time of the census) a popul ation of 
nearly 50, 000 and Toowoomba - 56, 000 - are only 45 and 85 miles distant , 
respectively.  Toowoomba is an important regional centre for the Darl ing 
Downs . The Gold Cbast accounts for a disproportionate share of persons 
employed in the category ' .Amusements and Ho tel s ' .  Both centres rely 
upon the business houses , warehous ing and storage and transport services 
provided by the Brisbane Statistical Division (as indeed does the 
remainder of the State although to a l esser extent with competition from 
the important regional centres of Rockhampton , Townsville  and Cairns) . 
Nevertheless in some occupations the Brisbane Statistical Divi sion appears 
to be under represented - e . g .  building and construction , 43% of the State 
total in this category. Cbrresponding percentages for other categories 
ranged from 45% in Anusement and Hotel s ,  50% in Transport and Storage ,  
53% in Public U t il ities , 54% in both Cbmmerce and Cbmmunications , 58% 
in c.ommunity and Business Services,  64% in F inance and Property and 
70% in Public Atthority (and Defence Services) . 
3 .  The population in 1831 was 1 , 241 
in 1856 was 3 , 840 
in 1861 was 5 , 900 
Page 32 and in 1871 was 1 8 , 180 . 
U s ing Bird ' s  tenninology · (and present day symbol s) the primitive 
era was marked by the estab lishment of _ �h_�_ Stanley Street wharves on the 
West bank of the Brisbane Reach and , perhaps logical ly, opposite - the 
" hhninistrative" ridge at the end of Queen Street . These wharves persisted 
until the late 1 960 ' s  but with the removal of the F ish Market wharf, the 
demolition of Birt and Cb .  Cb ld Stores and the closure of Burke ' s  Wharf, 
al l to make way for a riverside drive and associated parklands� the 
primitive era has drawn to a close . I Problems of draught and the increasing
size of vessels using the port has resulted in a steady migration of 
activity downstream although photographs in the John Oxley Memorial Library 
collection are proof of the erstwhile importance of the_ Brisbane Reach, 
certainly into the twentieth centu�y. 
Developments in the Town Reach followed from 1842 onwards . The 
<hstoms House on the left bank of the Town Reach has occupied the same site 
since 1 84 9 .  Prominent on this section of the river are the wharves operated 
by the /ustralian U nited Stearn Navigation Cbmpany and it is worth noting 
that the Brisbane Wool Exchange is to be found nearby in Eagl e Street . 
Most of Brisbane ' s  insurance and shipping offices are now clustered at the 
Petrie Bight end of Queen Street and within easy walking distance of the 
G.lstoms House .  Despite the high bluffs at Kangaroo P.oint which, as Bird 
has noted, • cut off (the area) from the early bullock-cart tracks • • • • the 
site had an advantage which eventual ly told as Brisbane developed ' .  
The wharves at Petrie Bight were largely reconstructed in recent times 
but , as Bird has observed ' Town Reach , at one time the busiest reach in 
the river for the largest ships in the port , suffered somewhat when the 
Story Bridge was built ' (in 1930) . The Town Reach constitutes the era 
of ma.rgina.l qua.y e:ctension. Like the primitive era wharves of the Brisbane 
Reach a decl ine in use and eventual ecl ipse is predicted . 
In the Bird model the third and fourth enzs are rna,pgina.l qua.y 
elabora.tion and clock elabora.tion. These eras are not represented in the 
port of Brisbane . ftn examination of the middle reaches of the ·Brisbane 
River reveals  that there is insufficient room for the establishment of 
the transverse berths found in many other ports . Bird ' s  fifth and sixth 
eras - simple lineal qua.yage and .specialized quaya.ge are largely 
represented by the developments which have taken place below Breakfast 
Creek since 1902 . This does not mean that the intervening reaches are 
unimportant . Just below the Story Bridge on the right bank of the Shafston 
Reach there is the Evans Deakin Shipyard where a 24 , 000 Dwr vessel is 
currently under construction . 2 Nor should the Newstead, Mercantil e ,  
Dalgety and New F arm Wharves o f  the Bulimba Reach b e  overlooked . The 
C.Olonial Sugar Refining C.Ompany established it s New F arm Refinery in 
1893 and Dalgety and C.Ompany were operating from this reach from 1 906 . 
A nwnber of three-storey brick warehouses and numerous wool stores 
dominate the landscape inunediately behind the wharf transit sheds . A 
wide variety of general cargoes are sti l l  handled here , although wheat 
(now handled in bulk) has been transferred to Pinkenba . Passenger traffic 
is also handl ed to and from composite pas senger-cargo ves sel s using the 
port . The most recent development ' along the Bulimba Reach (and to an 
extent destroying the comfortab le generali zation that specialized quayage 
has established itself only below Breakfast creek) has been the construction 
of the , A.N . L .  " Roll -on, Ro l l -off" terminal at Newstead . Opened in 
November 1 968 the A.N . L .  terminal has been designed to acconunodate 9 , 000 
1 .  The Railway Department also operated wharves (coal ) adj acent to the 
de�per water opposite the Botanic Gardens . These were closed down in 
1962 . The south-side abutments of the new Gardens Point ( Clptain C.Ook) 
Bridge (now under construction) follow the al igrunent of the coal 
wharf branch which ran down to the South Brisbane Reach from the 
Woolloongabba Railway Yard (a complex which has also disappeared to 
make way for the first stage of the Southeastern F reeway) . 
2 .  In oil tanker for ESSO - keel laid F ebruary 1 970 and due to be 
launched in June 1 971 . This wil l  be followed by a 62, 000 DWT tanker 
due for launching in March 1 973 . 
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ton "Sea roader" ves sel s (e . g .  "Melbourne Trader" which operates a weekly
service between Melbourne and Brisbane) but has been dredged to 30 feet .I LWST for the use of up to 20, 000 ton vessels l ikely to operate on 
services to and from Japan . 
Sirrrpte tineai quayage is best exemplified by developments along the 
Hamilton Reach of the River below Breakfast creek . Proceeding downstream 
from the Ppol lo F erry are Bretts Nos .  1-3 ,  Hamilton C.Old Stores , Hamil ton 
Nos . 1 -4 ,  B·.H. P .  Nos . 1 -3,  and the Messageries Wharf - in all 6, 200 feet 
of continuous wharf space . Prominent _ here is the recently completed 
Brisbane Wharves and Wool Dumping (BWWD) Cbntainer Wharf at Hamilton No . 2 .  
opened in 1 969 , Hamil ton No . 2 is dominated by the 263 feet high ' Paceco '
Twin Lift Portainer . Ten acres of stacking area provide for 1 300 standard
container� (up to three high) with additional facil ities for up to 220
refrigerated containers . BWWD provides a case study in relocation which
adds veracity to the contention of Bird and others - especial ly Rankine · 
and Hill  (vide . infra) - that there is a continuing shift downstream of the 
port ' s  centre of gravity and that speaia.Uzation is more marked in the lower 
reaches . BWWD originally provided wharf facilities in the Town Reach of 
the River just below V ictoria Bridge but during the 1920 ' s  and consequent 
upon expanding business the company built and conunenced operating the New 
F arm Wharves already referred to . The company explain their ability to 
move to New F arm in terms of the wider application of road motor transport 
in the post-World War I era . F urther expansion of business coupled with
increasing use of road transport , enabled the company to develop their
first wharf at Hami lton in the mid-1 930 ' s .  However Queensland Cbld Storage
had commenced operations at Hamilton as early as 1922 . Al so along this
stretch - which many now regard as ' the port proper ' - is a wharf operated
by B .H . P .  Bird singl es this wharf out for attention a s  "beginning the
modern era of speaiaUzed quaya,ge ". .Although by no means the earliest
downstream example (Bird rightly refers to the Pinkenba Wharves established
in 1 902) the B .H . P .  instal lations came into commercial operation in 1 95 0 .
They were originally built for the British Navy in World War I I  and not
inconveniently located opposite the Cairncross Graving Dock which is
currently being modified to handl e vessels up to 80 , 000 DWf .
The Hamil ton Reach marks the end of general cargo handling . 
Downstream of this point no single continuous line of berths exi�ts and 
each wharf has a specialized us e .  It is also worth noting that up to 
this point , apart from the now defunct Stanley Street wharves in the 
Brisbane Reach , all port facilities are located on the left bank and 
serviced from the north side . Below the Hamilton Reach res idential 
development, which has predominated al l the way from Mowbray Park (opposi te 
New F arm Park) through the suburbs of East Brisbane , Hawthorne and Bul imb� 
abruptly gives way to land zoned for noxious and hazardous industry . Along 
the right (south) bank of Quarries Reach are the Mobil . Depot (at Cblms lie) , 
the Brisbane A>attoir and Borthwick ' s  Meatworks (at Queensport) . Just 
below Borthwick Meatworks are two thermal power stations (Bul imba A and B) 
operated by the Southern Electric !uthority and using West Moreton ( Ipswich) 
coal supplied by rail and river barge . Also prominent on the right bank 
below Bul imba B is the Gibson I s land compl ex of /ustral Pacific F ertilisers . 
Operations began in 1 969 using natural ga� supplied from the Roma field 
by ten-inch pipel ine, and imported phosphates offloaded at a wharf capab le 
of acconunodating vessels up to 20, 000 DWf . 
On the l eft (north) bank and along the Lytton Reach is a further 
succession of specialized, but discontinuous facil ities , first the ESSO 
terminal , and then in order - the State Government Pinkenba Wheat Wharf 
(�rage for 55 , 000 tons) , A. C.F . and Shirleys F ertil i zers , and terminal s
for H . C. Sleigh, Shel l  and Anoco (the last mentioned being used for the 
distribution of refined product to North Queensland ports) . Ibminating 
the mouth of the river are t�o maj or oil refineries . On the l eft bank 
and occupying 500 acres of Bulwer I sland is the Anoco Refinery which 
cornmenced production in October 1 965 using overseas crude . The refinery 
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i$_ connected by a products pipel ine to Brisbane oil depots , using a 
collmon line with Anpol above Bulwer Isl and . ..,lsnp,QJ. on the right bank 
al so occupies a 500 acre site at F ort Lytton and l ike its counterpart 
across the river also came on stream in 1965 . Anpol however uses a 
proportion of local crude which arrives via the Moonie pipeline . Tankers 
of up to 60, 000 DWI' use the swinging basin in the Lower Reach (near 
Luggage Point) and tie up alongside their respective berthing dolphins . 
The Port of Brisbane to the Year 2000. 
Dlring recent years there has been a growing awareness of the need 
for transportation planning to maintain freedom of movement and a desirable 
urban environment in the metropol itan area of South-ea t Queensland where 
the growth of population and business activity has begt]n to show up defects 
in the existing transport systems . A nwnber of transportation studies 
have been produced . Only one study has dealt specifically with the 
problems of maintaining accessibil ity in and around the port whose cent_re_ 
of gravity is apparently shifting down-river . But it is quite apparent 
that the experts are conscious of the trends in progress and that steps 
must be taken to match the ground transportation systems and changes in 
land use . 
In December 1968 Wilbur Smith and �sociates were conunissioned to 
carry out a second public transport study (the first had been com�leted in
1965) this time covering both Brisbane and South-East Queensland . In brief 
the recommendations in this second study (published in 1970) placed 
emphasis on greater utilisation of the Queensl and Pa.ilways suburban lines 
as a framework for a fast ,  up-dated and co-ordinated rapid transit , bus and 
ferry system capable of meeting planning predictions for land use and 
population to the year 2000.  The population in the 608 square mile 
Internal study area (estimated at 802, 700 in 1968) is expected to 
increase to 1 , 694 , 800 by the year 2000 . To this population Wilbur Smith 
and �sociates added a further 221 , 800 (estimated to rise to 567 , 000 by 
the Year 2000) in the External Iegional. Prea (which takes in a further 
7 , 921 square miles) . The extended study area now includes the maj or 
provincial cities of the Gold Cbast and Toowoomba, both of which are 
heavily dependent upon the Port of Brisbane . It is understandable therefore 
that , concurrently with the study carried out by Wilbur Smith and A5sociates , 
consultants ( Rankine and Hil l )  should be carrying out a further study -
known as the Doz,m River Transportation Study - the obj ect of which is to 
plan for the provision of transport facilities to the year 1981 in areas 
adj acent to the Port of Brisbane . 2 Pa.nkine and Hil l have published their 
preliminary report . Since the study has not attracted the same attention 
as the two Wilbur Smith Reports , some comment on . their findings is thought 
to be appropriate . 
1 .  See short bibliography for ful l  titles . 
ht unpublished thesis (Diploma and Regional and Town Planning, University 
of Queensland) by M . M .  Philpott,  ' �pects of Transportation Planning 
and Peak Probl ems in Brisbane ' (1968) contains a n\Dllber of criticisms 
of the first Wilbur Smith Transportation Study. 
2 .  That Pa.nkine and Hil l  are aware o f  the need to plan beyond the Year 198 1  
is made clear in their Preliminary Report (p . 2) : 
' It wil l  • • • • •  be necessary to take into account the impl ications 
of developments beyond 1981 and an assessment based on recent 
land use studies will  be made of requirements to the year 2000 ' . 
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The Down River Transportation Study Area includes the suburbs 
of Lower Nudgee, Myrtletown,, Hamil ton, Eagl e F arm, Pinkenba and parts 
of Ascot , lbomben, Nundah and Hendra on the north side of the river ; 
Queensport,, Henunant ,, Lindum and Lytton on the south side . The area 
is bounded by the Serpentine Creek and the Nudgee lbad to the north ,, 
the Sandgate Railway Line in the northwest ,,  Zil lman and Kitchener Streets 
in Hendra, in the west , and by the Lota Branch Railway Line to the south . 
The north side which comprises 13 , 866 acres - 60% of the 21 , 780 acres in 
the Study Prea, is dominated by close on 4000 acres taken up by the 
·Eagl e F am International and Domestic .Airport terminals , existing
runways and land set aside for proposed terminal res iting and runway
extensions to enable the handl ing of Jumbo Jets . Eagle F arm is a maj or
person trip generator and there is every indication that air cargo
tonnages wil l  al so increase .
The Down River area includes most ,, but not all ,  of Brisbane ' s  
wharf facilities . Alyone reading the Rankine and Hil l  Study should note 
that the Study Area e:r:cludes facilities along the Town and Bulimba Reaches 
(see F j g .  8) . This is perhaps understandab le at a time when there is  a 
tendency towards the construction of vessels of larger capacity, increased 
l ength and increased draught . Cbntinuous dredging and the removal of 
rock bars has made it possible for vessels drawing up to 40 feet 
(mainly bulk oil carriers) to use the swinging basin in the Lower Reach 
of the river between Luggage Point and Bulwer I sland .  30 feet of water 
is availabl e on most tides during the year upstream of this point past the 
rapidly expanding Hamilton Reach and against wharves in the Bulimba 
Reach . Only 20-25 feP,t of water is available in the Town Reach and there 
is the additional constraint posed by the Story Bridge which affords headroom 
of only 108 feet . It wil l  al so be noted that the river narrows considerably 
above Breakfast creek,, more especially above the Bulimba Reach . 
Brisbane wharves are handl ing increasing quantities of goods 
in the oversea, interstate and intrastate trade and shore-side facil ities 
have to be planned to cope with this traffic .  It is anticipated that 
handling and distribution facilities wil l  be expanded accordingly.  In 
recent years there has been considerab le relocation of both manufacturing 
industry and storage in Brisbane . There has been a decline in the 
importance of the 'Valley" District with manufacturers and warehousemen 
seeking room for expansion upon unoccupied land especial ly on the south 
side adj acent to the Interstate Rail and Road Trucking Depots at Clapham 
and Rocklea . Some important storage facilities - in particular those 
of Dalgety Alstral ia Pty. Ltd . (wool)  have been consolidated into one 
large complex at Rocklea which has replaced a m.unber of smaller "back 
of the port" facilities formerly located near Petrie Bight and Breakfast 
creek . Nevertheless recent rapid expansion of both manufacturing and 
storage has been noted in the Study Prea - especially along the Hamilton 
Reach . 
With a tendency towards the use of larger and/or more speciali zed 
vessel s ,,  the Down River Study predicts that the centre of gravity of 
the port wil l  shift downstream. This wil l merely mark a continuance of 
the trend noted by Bird (already referred to) and the fate which has 
befal len the primitive era wharves along the Stanley Street s ide of 
the South Brisbane Reach may soon catch up with those along the Town Reach . 
One predictabl e  consequence of any shift in the centre of gravity of 
the Port wil l  be an increase in both the person and ton-mileages 
associated with port activity. In this connection it is worthwhil e  
reminding the reader that cros s-river connections are limited at this 
moment in time . Below the Story Bridge there is  only the Queensport 
V ehicular F erry. 
In the morning and evening "peak hours" Kingsford Smith Drive 
which provides the only direct means of access to Eagle F arm, Hamilto� 
and Pinkenba, is rapidly approaching saturation point . Thi Down River Study 
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indicates that �he Story Bridge is carrying by far the largest goods 
traffic flows generated by the north-bank port activitie� . Despite the 
construction costs there would appear to be a great deal in favour of 
a Gateway Bridge crossing the lower reaches of the river somewhere 
between Pinkenba and Hemmant . The Down River Study has noted that -
' movements of persons and goods to and from the industrial 
establishments when added to the transportation requirements 
of the Airport and Wharves , are at present causing congestion 
and delay in some parts of the transportation system ' • 
.Pdmittedly the Down River Study Area only provides employment for 
8% of Brisbane ' s  employees but over half the employees are engaged in 
production and these faatory �orkers represent nearty 20% of Brisbane 's
total factory empto'Y"'ent. Passenger and goods movements ,  which are 
already high, are likely to increase quite significantly.  Annual /verage 
Daily Traffic flows were recorded for the maj or arterials  and the supremacy 
of the north side is  clearly borne out by the facts . F lows along 
Kingsford Smith Drive and Nudgee Road were 25 , 940 and 14 , 150 respectively; 
along Wynnwn Road and Lytton Road (on the south side) flows were 11 ; 700
and 4, 400 . The Queensport F erry (which operates during daylight hours) 
handled only 1 , 960 vehicles of all kinds . 
Of the two rail branches serving the Down River Study /rea the 
Pinkenba branch is clearly the most important . This line handled more 
than 875 , 000 tons (in and out) in 1 968-69 . The Lota Line carried 163 , 338
tons into and out of the Study Area in 1 968-69 of which approximately 
one-third was livestock transported to the Metropolitan flbattoirs Saleyards 
at Cannon Hill .  Passenger patronage on the Pinkenba Branch i� inhibited 
by the poverty of the Service - there being only three and four trains in 
the morning and evening peaks respectively compared with seven and eight 
to cannon Hill  (one less in each case to Wynnum) in the morning and 
evening peaks on the Lota Branch . This situation is explained by the 
greater attractiveness of the Bayside suburbs from the residential point 
of view . 
Speaking to crowded meeting at a Brisbane Development Association 
Seminar on Transport in July 1 968 Mr . B .W .  Baillie (Managing Director and 
General Manager of Brisbane Wharves and Wool Dumping Pty .  Ltd . )  took a 
look into the future : 
• • • •  at some stage in th.e development of Brisbane , the land 
on the lower reaches of the river - both on the north and south 
banks should, if it is handled properly, attract large unit 
industry. Quite obviously this industry wil l  have to comply 
with the Department of Civil Aviation ' s  height restriction 
requirements and also the requirements of smog control . 
However, many potential industries will require deep water 
access for their imports and exports and only in the lower 
reaches of our river, and eventual ly going · out into Moreton 
Bay, wil l  Brisbane be able to provide the large unit industry 
base for the futu�e • 
• • • • • let us anticipate what the port of Brisbane may look 
like by ,the turn of the century :
1 .  The Bulimba Reaches of the river wil l ,  to all intents and 
purposes, be of little significance in the port . 
2 .  In the Hamilton area there will  b e  heavy concentration of 
containerised shipping, intermingled with the then very 
significant movement of containerised cargo by air.  
3 .  The Gateway Bridge will be  nearly worn out and a 'new one 
probably required. 
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4 .  The fertilizer complexes on the north and south banks 
will  have increased cons iderably in si ze and the port 
faci lities associated with them wil l  fol low. 
5 .  The grain terminal s at Pinkenba wil l  be enlarged and be 
over two berths , and ships of 40, 000 tons wil l  be regular 
visitors . 
6 .  F urther down at the mouth of our river, the Industry would 
have taken up its logical place to the satisfaction of air 
pollution and Civil Ariation cl earances , and some heavy 
industries could wel l be sited on F isherman Is land and on 
land immediately to the north of the Pile Light chann�l . 
7 .  In Moreton Bay itself ,  the tankers wil l  have reached a s i ze 
which will  preclude their entry to the river , and a pipeline 
wil l  terminate at Cbwan C.owan over near Moreton Island from 
which point oil from large tankers wil l  be pwnped to the 
Refineries within the river mouth . 
8 .  Brisbane wil l have been well established as a touri st 
destination and passenger ves sels on cruises will  be regular 
visitors to Moreton Bay, not of necessity actually berthing 
in the river itself , but quite possibly disgorging their 
passengers on say Moreton I s land where faci lities may have 
developed to a sophisticated degree at that time . ' 
F ew people would disagree that Captain Bail lie ' s  predictions are 
feasible . The down river shift of the port ' s  centre of gravity is under 
· way and there is every indieation that the trend will  intensify.  More
than one expert has been heard to comment that had Governor Gipps not
suffered the misfortune of having to flounder in the mud as he came
ashore at Qeveland in 1842 (when on an inspection trip aimed at settl ing
a dispute as to the best site for a port) the capital city might have
been located on the bayside rather than up river . The cons equent probl ems
as sociated with port expans ion might then have been avoided and the
developing port would have been closer to the centre of gravity which
Captain Baillie has predicted .
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